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Colour extension of the Slider Edge - New trend colours in pastel!

The popular cyan-coloured ballpoint pen Slider Edge with Viscoglide® technology is being launched in a 
completely new trendy colour variation - in pastel. The new range of colours includes eight pastel shades - 
flamingo, mint, peach, lilac, rose, baby blue, ocean and blush.

The advanced design and ergonomic shape with rubberized surface of the Slider Edge provide a particularly 
good grip and promote natural writing movements without hand fatigue. The popular ballpoint pen does not roll 
on the desk and its slim shape fits perfectly into any pencil case. Its special tip with the extra broad line width XB 
ensures an easy and gliding writing experience. The writing dries very quickly - even on smooth paper - and 
remains smudge-proof even when highlighted later on. Currently, pastel colours are particularly popular amongst 
Bullet Journaling fans, so the Slider Edge Pastel and also the new highlighter Job in pastel come right on time.

As is standard for the Slider family, the Slider Edge Pastel is also manufactured with care for the environment. 
Like its “siblings” of the product line, the pen is produced CO2- neutrally. This means that the emissions that 
occur during the production of the pens are calculated and offset by supporting a climate protection project.

The Slider Edge Pastel is also available in the practical sustainable pen box, designed for long-term use. This 
box contains the eight different colours of the new pastel pen.

For retailers, the Edge Pastel is available in a display with 120 pieces in a mix with the other colours. The display 
contains 17 black, 17 blue, 8 pink, 8 purple, 6 red, 4 green, 4 light green, 4 light blue, 4 orange, 4 yellow, 4 
brown Slider Edge and of course the pastel shades - 6 x flamingo, mint, ocean, 5 x rose, lilac and 4 x peach, 
blush and baby blue. Creative lettering, small drawings, patterns and colours awaken one’s creativity and can 
create small pieces of art. With its wide range of colours, Schneider offers the ideal equipment, especially for 
ballpoint pen fans who prefer smooth and easy writing.
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The new range of colours includes eight pastel shades - flamingo, mint, peach, lilac, rose, baby blue, ocean and 
blush.
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If you're a fan of pastel shades, you'll love the new Slider Edge Pastel ballpoint pens!
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As is standard for the Slider family, the Slider Edge Pastel is also manufactured with care for the Environment. 
The durable pen box is made from internal plastic waste and is designed for a long-term use.
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The display contains 17 black, 17 blue, 8 pink, 8 purple, 6 red, 4 green, 4 light green, 4 light blue, 4 orange, 4 
yellow, 4 brown Slider Edge and of course the pastel shades - 6 x flamingo, mint, ocean, 5 x rose, lilac and 4 x 
peach, blush and baby blue.
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The popular cyan-coloured ballpoint pen Slider Edge with Viscoglide® technology is being launched in a 
completely new trendy colour variation - in pastel.
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